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5 Claims. (Cl. 240-103) 
1 
to improvements in re 

?ectors for lighting and particularly for illumi 
nating factory or working areas and the princi 
pal objects of the invention are to provide means 
for distributing the light from a group of light 
sources substantially uniformly over a given area 
and to effectively project the maximum quanti 
ty of the produced light to illuminate the area 
without harmful glare effect from the light 
sources themselves, 
A further and important object is to provide a 

lighting unit of relatively small over-all diame 
ter which will produce high ef?ciency in lighting 
effect. 
A still further object is to provide a re?ector 

which will enable the efficient use of standard in 
side frosted light bulbs. 
The principal feature of the invention consists 

in the novel construction of a specular reflector 
whereby the direct rays from the light source are 
permitted to shine downwardly and outwardly 
within a limited area and rays emanating from 
various portions of the sides and upper portions 
of the light source are re?ected downwardly and 
spread angularly free from interference or ab 
sorption by the light bulb to illuminate a cen 
tralized area by reflection from a systemic se 
quence of annular specular re?ecting surfaces. 
In the accompanying drawings 
Figure l is a vertical mid-sectional view 

through a re?ector constructed in accordance 
with this invention and illustrating its arrange 
ment of systemic sequence of annular surfaces 
relative to an electric light bulb. ' 

Figure 2 is a view similar to Figure l illustrat 
ing diagrammatically the angles of light distri 
bution from the several annular surfaces, 

Figure 3 is a polar diagram of the distribution 
of light from the re?ector illustrated in Figures 
1 and 2. 
Figure 4 is a vertical mid-sectional view simi 

lar to Figure 1 illustrating a modi?ed construc 
tion of re?ector with the same general principles 
as the re?ector illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. 
Figure 5 is a diagram similar to Figure 2 illus 

trating the light re?ection from the re?ector il 
lustrated in Figure 4. ‘ r - “ 

‘ Figure 6 is a polar diagram of the light distri 
bution from the reflector illustrated in‘ Figures 4 
and 5. . . , 

In area lighting where lamp and re?ector com 
binations are spaced apart and mounted above 
the area it is extremely desirable that there will 
be substantially uniform illumination throughout 
such area. ‘ ' i i . - 
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A common practice in such lighting has been to 

use re?ectors having diffusing re?ecting charac 
teristics with clear or inside frosted incandescent 
lamps, and where such re?ectors are relatively 
small, as is desirable for economic reasons, such 
re?ectors re?ect an appreciable portion of the 
light incident on them from the‘ incandescent 
light source back through the lamp bulb or back 
onto the re?ectors and loss of lighting effect oc; 
curs from extra re?ecting paths or absorption by 
the glass bulb. 

It will be readily understood that when inside 
frosted lamps are used the transmission of re 
?ected light back through the bulb is quite low. 
Consequently the efficiency of such lighting is 
quite low. a 

If clear glass incandescent lamp bulbs are used 
considerable loss of e?iciency occurs if re?ecting 
the light back through the‘ bulb and it is also 
found that a smooth gradation of intensities 
cannot be obtained when using ‘a specular re?ec 
tor as the ?lament of the lamp when re?ected 
produces an irregular and sharply contrasting 
distribution and uniform illumination‘ of the 
area cannot be obtained. 
The present invention has been devised so that 

no light emanating directly from the ?lament of 
an inside frosted lamp is re?ected back through 
the lamp bulb, nor is there any material second 
surface re?ection of such light. All light distrib 
uted over the area from a lighting unit con 
structed in accordance with this invention is di 
rected to the area either directly from the lamp 
bulb or in a single reflection from the ?lament to 
the area, and the lightzfrom different sections or 
areas of the light bulb is distributed to different 
zones of the lighted area. i 
In the construction of re?ectors as illustrated 

in Figures 1 and 2, the lower or rim zone form 
ing an annulus extending upwardly from the line 
MM’ and indicated by the letters AB, preferably 
converges at an angle of about 131/2“ from the‘ 
perpendicular, or a line parallel to the axis YY. 
The upper limit of the zone AB intersects the 

line 13 18° below the line H which passes hori 
zontally through the centre of the ?lament I of 
the lamp bulb L. ‘ 
An annular zone BC, to which the annular 

zone AB is tangent, is formed by the revolution 
of an arc about the axis YY having the radius 
BB", and the radius B” cuts the perimeter of the 
light bulb at V. 
The annular zone CD extending upwardly and 

converging inwardly from the zone BC is curved 
inwardly, the line C-—D being in theform of an‘ 
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involute having its evolute VV' on the surface of 
the lamp bulb L. 
The curvature of the arc CD is such that rays 

of light emanating from I are re?ected from the 
upper terminus D of the annular zone CD in-‘ 
wardly from the vertical, that is, parallel with the 
axis YY, 5°. 
From the upper terminus D of the zone CD 

the re?ector converges sharply inward in an} el 
liptical curvature represented by the line DE and 
rays of light emanating from I are re?ected from 

point adjacent to D outwardly 
at an angle of 10° from the perpendicular. 

10 

-Rays of light emanating from I and ‘reflected I 
from the inner terminus E of the zone- DE arev 
re?ected downwardly and outwardly at an angle 
33° from the perpendicular, and the‘ foci'lof the 
elliptical curve of the zone DE are the point I and 
the point E", which is the intersection of ‘the 
Y3_3°__an_gle of re?ection ‘from the point E and the 
10?_ ‘angle ‘of re?ection from ‘the’ point D. 

E o "the collar N, which extends ‘vertically and 
form'sja "means 'forattaching the re?ector to‘a 
suitable support in which the lamp L is ‘secured. 

'will'be seen on reference to the diagram 
Figure '2 that, light rays emanating from Iv strik 
ing the ‘zone FEjare re?ected "downwardly “and 
putwardly from angles rangingfro‘m' ‘.30"t0*33° 
from the perpendicular, and these rays-‘pass in 
side the rim circumference A of‘ the ‘re?ector. 
Rays j‘ of "light ‘emanating from land re?ected 
from the elliptical surf ace'EDare proj ectecldown 
Wardly and outwardly froin-‘the-point ‘E fas‘de 
scribedj’and ‘from v‘points‘between E ' and D the 
re?ected rays spread downwardly toward the ‘line 
DD";v which has been stated is 10°‘ from ‘the 
perpendicular "on the‘outwa‘rd ‘side fro'm'th'e line 
EE’. ‘ 

"Rays *emanating'irom I ‘and re?ected from the 
alipulusnc are‘re?ec‘ted on ‘the ‘line DD"‘and 
spread ‘inwardly to'the line CC',~and‘rays from 
I _1a"r'e_fre?ect_ed angula'rly in'wardirom B on the 
line BB’ and spread ‘to the ‘line AA’. 

It 

li'g'ht‘ifrom Iextend "outwardly and downwardly 
' e , v"at'an ‘angle 

ZSf’ffr'oIh the horizontal ‘lineiXX. "All other ‘rays 
of light extending radially from I and‘ intercept 
ing ithe‘re?ecting surfaces of the ‘reflector above 

will be understood that 't'hejdirect raysof ' '; 
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vzone'EF ‘extends ‘horizontally-inward vfrom ' 
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the liooint 1A lare' directed ’ angularly ‘inwardly, an‘; ~ 
gula'rly Idownwardly and angulafly outwardly 
within {the space between-the perimeter of the 
light bulb L "and the re?ectorwithout secondary 
l‘vé?ectioh‘or without‘lhtel'sccting the ‘bulb. ‘The 
maximum of ‘light emanating vfrom the bulb is 
thus conserved and spreads with'desirablegradja 
tion intensities over the area illuminated and 
the ipol'ar diagram of ‘distribution is inthe :form 
illustrated in ‘Figure 3, which it will‘lbe understood 
is a 'very desirable distribution ‘of illumination 
leading "to "Substantially ‘uniform ‘illumination "of 
an area where several such lighting'iunitsilare 
grouped. I - M 

l-lnlth’e-l'modi?cl tion ‘of'the re?ector illustrated 
in Figures 4 and 5 ‘the design has been altered 
from that illustrated in Figures v1 ‘and 2ft'o’ :pro‘ 
duce lali‘narrowe’r distribution of 3‘light than that 
of Ithe re?ector described and is‘pa'rti'cul'arly 
adaptable ‘to use at higher mountingheights, 
such ‘narrower distribution being illustrated :by 
the polar diagram Of Figure 6. I v 

' According to the design shown in’ Figure 4 
the inwardly converging "zone ABwis ‘represented 
by‘ the line-AB‘form‘ed "as ‘the “arc of ‘*a‘circle ‘ with 
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of-the lamp bulb, the point 

out-being incident on the 

. 4 

approximately equal to four times 
of' the re?ector MM’, the radius 

from A being inclined at an angle of 19° below a 
line extending from M to M’. . 

The are of the zone from A to B is extended 
until the point B re?ecting light from I, the 
centre of the ?lament of the lamp bulb L, re 
?ects at 33° to the vertical. The arc from B 
to C producing the annularvzone BC is formed 
on a radius BB" with a radius CB” cutting the 
curvature of the lamp bulb at V. 
The zone CD is formed with a curvature of 

an involute of the e‘volute VV' on the perimeter 
' ’ D being at a po 

sition which will re?ect light rays emanating 
from I‘downwardly and inwardly 5° from the ver 

a radius AA" 
the diameter 

‘tical. 
The-annular zone DE converges sharply inward 

from the‘zone CD and is in the curvature of an 
ellipse, the foci of which are the point I_, and 
the point-E" on‘ the line of'the angle Vof‘ire 
‘flection from the point E ‘to! E"'on an angle-122° 
from the perpendicular where 
a line 'of re?ection from a‘ point on which‘ the 
annulus DE adjacent'to the point D extendsvs" 
outwardly ‘from the perpendicularbn-‘the Jline 
DD”. V ‘ 

"Theannular-Hzone EF has-a curvature of ‘ellip 
tical form having focilat I and F" and is a ‘con 
tinuation of the elliptical arcvlDEywhich' 'is' the 
point of intersection ‘of theline FF'--with the line 
EEV', the line vFlil’being "the 'line' of outwardly-1di 
rected re?ected rays from the p'oint'F-'32°-Y‘from 
the perpendicular. 
In both forms 'of theV-re?ec'tor'herein shown 

the light is emitted'fromi'the lamp Lfreely down- v 
ward until the re?ecting enclosure is encountered 
at the rim A, *the light extending outwardlyon 
the line IO’, ‘the light ‘striking lthe-rlo'wer‘lzones 

‘and ‘BC being ~lre?e'cted iinwardly-and‘down 
wardly. v v > 

Theisucceeding curvature of thelinvolute‘ezone 
CD v‘reflects vlight "rays emanating if-romrfthebulb 
L'in an inward and downward direction'iand ico 
incidently light from 'the luminous “top of ‘the 
bulb at ‘the neck of "the re?ector-When re?ected 
from iany'lpoin't from C 'to Dis reflected without 
being obstructed by thevre?ec'torin‘theregion 
of A. ' 

The ire?ectorwzonesDE and i while re?ect 
ing ‘light direct frcmthe ?lament "without Job 
structi'onpdo direct z'sdme-porti'ons- "of the light 
from ‘*the luminous bulb 't‘oybe incident ‘on the 
light bulb and on'tthelre?ector;fand- in this ire 
spect- involves rsecondtsurfa'ce re?ection, but ‘this 
does .not'iex'ceed’rone per ‘cent 'ofithe'totalilight 
emitted by thev lamp. 

combination ‘can’ "be computed 'from ‘the “three 
principal spherical zones of distribution i‘ofvlight 
from the lamp :‘bulb. lA'zvery .lsma‘llip'ortion of ‘the 
light e?icie‘ncylisrlost in ithe'ne‘ckiopening of the 
re?ector :and this ‘is made as ‘small .as ‘possible 
consistent :with~"the mechanical x"requirements 
suchI-loss being approximately-from:5'to:7-% .of‘the 
total'vlight. ' ' » ' r 

The light emitted 7 directly "from = the lamp‘ ‘with 

re?ector‘isx'of th'e'order ofr22‘to 27% 

is ~found1to ébelapproximately 84% of the- light 
emanating ifromi’ the \bulb. 
~ :Fi'gur'e ‘renews ithe curvatures of the "re?ecting 
surface whichiwill ‘result iii-the distributionlshown 
in Figure 3, and Figure 4 shows the curvatures 

it intersects-with 

of ‘the ‘total ‘light. ‘ The remainderiis ' 
' incident on there?ector. The resultant e?icien'cy 



“for the distribution in Figure 6. ‘curvatures can 
be modi?ed to obtain distributions of- the typi 
cal form shown with upper angular limits of 
high intensity intermediate between‘the two dis; 
tributions shown and also higher than shown in 
Figure 3 and lower than in Figure 6. Variations 
on the two distributions shown are obtainable by 
maintaining the sequence of zonal elements in 
the re?ectors‘ but changing radii, angular in 
clination of surfaces, and the angular bound 
aries- of light incident from the source on the 
zonal re?ector elements. ' 

In the two forms shown in the ?gures each 
has a smoothly continuous curvature from A to 
D and from D to F; tangents to the two curva 
tures would meet at D at a very obtuse angle. 
The revolution'of this ?gure about the vertical 
axis YY describes the complete annular re?ecting 
surface. The curvature from A to D comprises 
three zones, AB, BC and CD. The curvature 
from D to F comprises two zones DE and EF. 
In each form the zone BC has a curvature for 
the re?ector which intensi?es the upper angular 
boundary light while the zone AB distributes 
light up to this boundary from an angle equal to 
approximately two thirds of the angle to the 
boundary. For instance the designed upper 
boundary in Figure 1 is Ll5° and in Figure 4. is 33° 
which results in the “elbow” of the polar dia 
gram curves in Figures 3 and 6 being at about 
421/2° and 30° respectively. In each ?gure, 1 
and 4, the zone CD distributes light from near 
the maximum angle down to adjacent the nadir 
while the two elements DE and EF distribute 
light from adjacent the nadir up to the angle 
corresponding to the angle of light directed from 
the point A on the re?ector. In the two exam 
ples shown and in variations from these exam 
ples the same sequence of re?ecting zones is main 

tained. 
A feature of this design is that the axes for 

light re?ected to the vicinity of the nadir do not 
direct to the nadir but to an angle of 5°, at the 
least, from the nadir. The angular spread due 
to size of the ?lament does not bring the ?la 
ment light to the nadir. Actually at the nadir 
light comes direct from the lamp and also by 
re?ection of the luminous inside frosted lamp 
bowl from a considerable area of the re?ecting 
surface. It is found that the amount of light 
reaching the nadir is sufficient to satisfy the in 
tensity requirements to obtain the curvatures of 
intensities shown in the polar diagrams. 

It will be understood that when numerous light 
ing units such as described will be used to illumi 
nate an extensive area, such as in a large fac 
tory, such lights are in sight of the worker, and 
the open bottoms of the re?ectors are visible and 
appear as ellipses. 
When diffusing re?ectors are used the re?ec 

tion of the light source has components along 
the line of sight of the workers and the visible 
illuminated elliptical surfaces have the effect of 
small areas of light in the immediate foreground 
and as many more distances sources are in view 
they merge into a general overhead ?eld of high 
intensity light. Such conditions are considered 
to produce glare effect and they do not permit 
comfortable vision. 
Re?ectors such as herein described eliminate 

such glare conditions. The direct light cut-off 
is about 60° so that the actual ?lament is shielded 
well below the 65-degree lower limit of the gen 
erally accepted critical glare zone. The glow of 
the visible inside frosted lamp bulb up to about 
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74° is of'a low brightness and ‘within comfort" 
able vision range. The highest elevation of the 
light re?ected from'the ?lament is along an axis 
from B in Figure 2, which is 45° from the ver 
tical, and from B in Figure 4, which is at 339 
vfrom the ‘vertical. The re?ection from the bot 
tom of the luminous lamp bulb ‘reaches its high 
est angle from the point B, which in Figure 1 
is approximately 62° and in Figure 5 is approxi 
mately 58% but suchre?ecti'on is of low bright 
ness. ‘ “ ‘ w 

‘ ‘These angular measurements will be fully ap 
preciated when given in spacing-mounting height 
measurements, and when lighting units, such as 
described herein, are in the ?eld of vision and 
the horizontal distance to the unit from the ob 
server is twice the height above the observer’s 
eyes, the incandescent ?lament is shielded from 
vision. The low brightness bulb and its re?ec 
tion is visible but no ?lament light is re?ected 
by the re?ector surface to the observer’s eyes. 
When the horizontal distance to the unit is three 
and one half times the height above the observer’s 
eyes the luminous bulb is completely shielded and 
no light is re?ected by the re?ector surface to 
the observer’s eyes. The ultimate result is that 
glare is minimized or entirely absent and when 
several units are in the ?eld of vision a very satis 
factory light e?ect is produced. 
What I claim as my invention is: 
1. A specular light re?ector surrounding a light 

bulb arranged in its axis and having a lower 
annular re?ecting zone the upper limit of which 
re?ects an annulus of light from the bulb at the 
highest outward angle of re?ection of the re 
?ector and the lower terminus re?ects light in a 
zone intermediately between such high angle and 
the axis, such annular light beam crossing the 
axis and forming an annular light cone, a second 
annular zone continuing upwardly and curving 
inwardly from the lower zone and re?ecting an 
annular beam of concentrated, rays spreading 
downwardly from an angle immediately below the 
aforesaid highest angle of re?ection, said beam 
crossing the axis and forming an annular light 
cone continuing downward and inward from the 
aforesaid cone, a third annular zone continuing 
upwardly and curving inwardly from said second 
zone and reflecting an annular light beam of con 
centrated light rays crossing the axis and spread 
ing downwardly toward the nadir, none of said 
zones re?ecting light directly to the nadir, and 
a fourth annular re?ecting zone arranged in 
obtuse angular relation to and extending upwardly 
and inwardly from the third zone and re?ecting 
an annular light beam downwardly and outwardly 
beyond the nadir to augment the light re?ected } 
by the aforesaid re?ecting zones. ‘ 

2. A specular light re?ector as claimed in claim 
1, in which the lower re?ecting zone comprises 
a slightly conical annulus, the second re?ecting 
zone being an annulus of arc-shaped curvature 
to which the lower zone is tangent, the third 
re?ecting zone continuing upward from the are 
shaped zone being of involute curvature, and the 
fourth re?ecting zone arranged in obtuse angular 
relation to the involute zone is of elliptical curva 
ture. 

3. A specular light re?ector surrounding a light 
bulb arranged in its axis, comprising two prin 
cipal annular re?ecting zones forming a. discon 
tinuity in the curvature of the re?ector surface 
at their juncture, each of said principal re?ect 
ing zones comprising a plurality of annular re 
?eeting zones generated by the revolution of lines 
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ol?i?erent‘1predetemnined :cumatures but so ar 
vranged:,-tha.1;vthe curvature-bf the “reflecting vrtsur 
face ‘throughout ; each ; principal-'zoneiis - continu 
ous, whereby;lightrayssae?ectedfrom:the lower 
'ofithe principal zones-[are carried::to?~:fo~rm; whol 
low light cone rj‘surrounding- the gnadir, ,and the 
light raysrre?ected ‘from ;- thezrupper: of ;the;prin 

v cipai zones are causedvto qdiverge "and ,augment 
that-intensity of:_1ight;surrounding;the ;nadir,~:s,aid 

5 

.‘3.,in.:which~;a11'there?eqted,lightirays. are directed 
past‘ the- light'abl‘?-Q withoutebstructien ‘thereby. 
' 1 5.. JA;spec111arflightre?ector asticlaimedrin; ‘claim 
3 1 ‘in which; the -=.principa1gre?ectinggizones .iare/ so 
arranged, eand‘rrtheg curvaturesyof theannular zones 
comprising the ;.principal zonese-re ‘such zthatell 
‘light-ways :striking :the' re?ector, are \directed; be 
tween .izhe light ‘ bulbend the-:rim -; of :the re?ector 
eliminating any "secondary; re?ection nzor fabsorp nadir; :being iliuminatedl‘umamly‘bythewlightvzays <10 tjqn, 

emanating directly from the bulb. 
.eArjspecular.lightre?ectorfas -.claimed iinvclaim PERC'IVAL;H. MITCHELL. 


